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their portfolios and for the overall performance of the government. Parliament enjoys in
tory unlimited powers and may legislate on any topic without restriction of any “higher
law” or entrenched bill of rights. The third branch of government, the judiciary, exercises
powers for adjudicating disputes according to law, including disputes involving public law
issues that arise between individuals and the State. The judicial system comprises the
Supreme Court, the Court of Appeal, the High Court, District Courts and sundry inferior
courts, such as the Employment Court, Coroners Courts, the Maori Land Court, and the
Environment Court.

1.5.3 Responsible government

Responsible government is a defining feature of Westminster constitutionalism that
transported to all of the major Commonwealth countries. It evolved in Britain through a
process of historical accretion during the 18th and early 19th centuries, and distinguishes
Westminster systems from those founded on a paper separation of powers (such as the
constitution of the United States of America). Responsible government exists today as a
combination of law, convention and political practice. It promotes the principle of the
parliamentary ministry, under which the political arm of the executive (“the
government”) is recruited from and located within Parliament. In New Zealand, it is
customary for the Prime Minister to recommend the appointment of 19 cabinet Ministers
and around five Ministers outside Cabinet. However, the latter figure may vary, given the
vagaries of government-formation under MMP. Following the 2005 elections, there were
six Labour Ministers outside Cabinet and two non-Labour Ministers (Winston Peters and
Peter Dunne), who each committed their respective parties to support the government
under confidence and supply agreements. Responsible government implies the
convention of ministerial responsibility to Parliament. Ministers are collectively
responsible for the overall performance of the government, and individually responsible
for the performance of their portfolios.

Responsible government facilitates democratic decision-making in a constitutional
monarchy. The Crown acts always on and in accordance with ministerial advice. This
convention requires that there must always be a government that can advise the Crown and
accept responsibility for the advice tendered. The persons appointed as the Crown’s
advisers (“the government”) must be members of Parliament and collectively retain the
confidence of the House of Representatives.

68 But compare Sir Robin Cooke’s common law rights dicta at para 14.5.2(2).
69 See ch 8.
563 at 568-573 (NSWCA).
governmental arrangements.
73 See the reports of the Officials Committee on Constitutional Reform, Constitutional Reform: first and
second reports released by the Minister of Justice, Wellington, Department of Justice, 1986, particularly
paras 3.1-3.3 of the first report.
responsibility, the government must resign if it is defeated in the House on a vote of no confidence.

Until the introduction of MMP, party discipline in the House virtually foreclosed the possibility of a government defeat on a confidence issue. However, MMP politics have made forced resignation a distinct possibility. The first coalition Government appointed under MMP collapsed in August 1998, following which incumbent Prime Minister Jenny Shipley had to submit to a confidence vote to demonstrate that she retained the confidence of the House. Shipley won the vote with the support of non-government members and continued in office as leader of a minority government.78

1.5.4 Representative government

Responsible government implies representative government, but the reverse does not necessarily follow. During the first 2 years of the New Zealand Parliament, Executive Council members were permanent officials appointed by the Crown to advise and assist the Governor. The first House of Representatives assembled in May 1854 but it was only in May 1856 that the colony’s first responsible ministry was appointed.79 A representative legislature is a prerequisite of a modern liberal democracy. General elections are held every 3 years under the Electoral Act 1993, based on universal adult suffrage (the right to vote) and the secret ballot.79 A general election realises the people’s choice of government from among the contesting political parties. New Zealand’s electoral boundaries are redrawn every 5 years in accordance with demographic trends.78 The MMP Parliament has 120 members (subject to an “overhang” as occurred at the 2005 elections),79 comprising 62 electorate seats, 51 list seats, and seven Maori seats. The ratio of electorate, list and Maori seats will change with each redistribution and Maori electoral roll. The Parliament elected in 2005 had an “overhang” of one (121 members in total) owing to the Maori Party winning one more electorate seat than its national share of the party vote warranted.

1.5.5 Coalition government

Coalition government is the norm under MMP. It would be exceptional for a political party to win an outright majority of seats to enable it to govern in its own right. In a coalition government, the ministry comprises Ministers from two (or more) political parties. The number of Ministers from each coalition party will normally reflect the relative voting strengths of the parties in the House. Coalition government alters the dynamics of decision-making but it does not alter the conventions of cabinet government. Under collective responsibility, all Ministers must support cabinet decisions, regardless of party divisions in Cabinet, and must take responsibility for the government’s overall performance. Party differentiation represents the only exception to the rule. The Cabinet

76 See paras 1.5.3 and 19.7.2.
77 Electoral Act 1993, ss 60, 74 and 168. Sections 74 and 168 are protected under s 268 from legislative amendment or repeal in the ordinary way.
78 Electoral Act 1993, s 35, which is also protected under s 268 from amendment by simple majority of Parliament.
79 See para 10.9.4.
The courts have held that s 1 was a statutory adoption of the common law principle that British law accompanied British settlers to a new land.122 However, the statutory proviso “so far as applicable to the circumstances of New Zealand” left doubts as to which British statutes applied. As at 1928, Butterworth’s Annotation of New Zealand Statutes listed 274 English, British, and United Kingdom Acts “apparently” in force by direct enactment or through inheritance. This list was not exhaustive since it was unknown whether a good many British statutes applied as law in the absence of a High Court ruling. The index to the Laws NZ, published by the Government Printer in 1926, scheduled some 300 Imperial Acts “apparently” in force but also warned of the uncertainty of some Acts applying in the absence of judicial confirmation. In Falkner v Gisborne District Council,123 the High Court laid down a two-stage test for applying the former statutory proviso. It was necessary to ascertain, first, the mischief to which the British statute was addressed and, secondly, whether the situation that gave rise to the mischief existed or was likely to exist in New Zealand. If the situation did exist, then the British statute was held to be applicable.

Iconic English constitutional statutes were presumed to apply through inheritance from 1840. These included the Magna Carta and its confirmations under the Statutes of Westminster,124 the Petition of Right 1627,125 and the Bill of Rights 1688.126 Dedicated British statutes enacted for New Zealand from 1840 left no doubt as to their application. The New Zealand Constitution Act 1852 (UK)127 granted the colony representative government and ongoing amendments to this Act charted New Zealand’s transition from Crown colony to dominion to independent realm of New Zealand. This statute ceased to have effect as New Zealand law when the Constitution Act 1986 came into force on 1 January 1987.128 Post-colonial British statutes, the Statute of Westminster 1931 (UK)129 and the New Zealand Constitution (Amendment) Act 1947 (UK),130 likewise applied as law but ceased to have effect in New Zealand from that date. The first-mentioned statute applied as law through legislative adoption by Parliament131 and the second pursuant to Parliament’s request and consent under the procedure provided by the Statute of Westminster 1931.128

124 Statute of Westminster 1251, 25 Edw 3 St 5 c 4; Statute of Westminster 1354, 28 Edw 3 c 3; Statute of Westminster 1368, 42 Edw 3 c 3.
125 Petition of Right 1627, 3 Cha 1 c 1.
126 Bill of Rights 1688, 1 Will & Mar Sess 2 c 2.
127 New Zealand Constitution Act 1852 (UK), 15 & 16 Vict c 72.
4.2.2 Charter of 1846

The constitution enacted in 1846 replaced the autocratic rule imposed in 1840 to protect Maori. The Charter of 1846 granted the settlers representative institutions. Financial pressures persuaded the Colonial authorities to endorse the principle of local self-government. Dwindling land sales and a shrinking Treasury grant from Britain had placed the colony in an acute financial position. A representative legislature with power to levy taxes would alleviate the financial burden.

The 1846 Charter was, Sinclair observed, “a most intricate Constitution”. It proposed a hierarchy of representative institutions with direct and indirect elections. The colony was divided into the provinces of New Ulster (the North Island north of the Patea River mouth) and New Munster (the remainder of the colony), each with a Governor and Lieutenant-Governor. Municipal corporations were to be local bodies and part of the machinery of indirect election. Each province would elect councillors; the councillors would elect mayor and aldermen; the mayors, aldermen and councillors would elect the lower houses of provincial legislatures; and these would elect from their own number the Lower House of the General Assembly. The Upper Houses of these assemblies were appointed. Royal Instructions issued with the Charter provided for the settlement of waste lands, the establishment of executive councils, and the quadrennial election of members to the General Assembly.

The settlers had won representative government under the Charter but they faced a further obstacle. It fell to Governor-in-Chief Captain (later Sir George) Grey to bring the new system into operation. He issued a proclamation bringing the Charter into force on 1 January 1848 but he did nothing to constitute the representative institutions provided. Instead, he petitioned the Secretary of State in London for legislation to suspend the Charter. In March 1848, the British Parliament passed a statute suspending those parts of the 1846 Act that related to the provincial and central assemblies. The Act revived in their stead the old Legislative Council constituted under the Charter of 1840. The suspension was effective for 5 years unless the Queen in Council sooner directed the full implementation of the Act.

Grey was assailed for his part in postponing representative government. He preferred retaining his autocratic powers but he also believed the settlers should not be entrusted with such generous powers of self-government as would give them dominion over Maori. He believed the settler community would legislate to acquire Maori lands even at the cost of war. He also had misgivings whether Maori would acquiesce in the confiscation of their wastelands which he, as Governor-in-Chief, was instructed to effect. In 1851 Grey finally relented and invoked his power under the suspending Act to establish a Legislative Council in each of the provinces. Initially appointed bodies, the Legislative Councils were reconstituted so that two-thirds of their members were to be elected. However, while New

---

5 Government of New Zealand Act 1846 (UK), 9 & 10 Vict c 103.
6 Sinclair, above n 4, at 88.
7 Government of New Zealand Act 1848 (UK), 11 & 12 Vict c 5.
8 Government of New Zealand Act 1848 (UK), 11 & 12 Vict c 5.

---

see para 2.4.

 queen Books, 1980, at 73.
Ulster elections were in progress, word arrived of a third constitution for New Zealand, which became law on 30 June 1852. 9

4.3 Representative government

4.3.1 New Zealand Constitution Act 1852 (UK)

The New Zealand Constitution Act 1852 (UK) provided a more workable plan for representative government than its predecessor — the Charter of 1846. This Act established a central legislature (the General Assembly) and provided institutions suitable for the scattered settlements of the colony. 10 Section 2 divided the colony into six provinces relative to the main areas of settlement: Auckland, New Plymouth (later Taranaki), Wellington, Nelson, Canterbury and Otago. Later subdivisions created four further provinces: Hawke’s Bay, Marlborough, Southland and Westland. A superintendent, elected for 4 years upon a propertyed adult male franchise, headed each province. 11 Each superintendent was assisted by a Legislative Council elected upon the same franchise for the same term. 12 Provincial legislation could be vetoed by the Governor, 13 who could also disallow the election of a superintendent, dissolve the council or remove a superintendent upon an address from members of the council. 14

Section 32 established the General Assembly. It comprised the Governor, a Legislative Council of appointed members enjoying life tenure, and a House of Representatives elected for 5 years on the same franchise as for provincial councils. Section 53 empowered the General Assembly “to make laws for the Peace, Order, and Good Government of New Zealand, provided that no such laws be repugnant to the Law of England”. Section 56 provided that the Governor might refuse his assent to a bill or reserve bills for the signification of the Queen’s assent. Under s 58, the Queen in Council could disallow any Act within 2 years.

The institutional arrangement has been described as federal but it was not genuinely so for three reasons. First, the provinces were withheld any exclusive jurisdiction. Section 19 reserved 13 subjects exclusively for the General Assembly. In all other areas, the General Assembly and the provinces shared legislative power concurrently, unless central and provincial legislation conflicted. In that event, central enactments prevailed over and superseded provincial enactments. This alone meant the system was not federal, as federal and state governments enjoy exclusive and independent spheres of jurisdiction. 15 Secondly, the 1852 Act excluded the provinces from the process of constitutional amendment. Section 68 vested the power to amend the Act in the General Assembly, subject to signification of the Queen’s assent. In a federation, any change to the federal

9 New Zealand Constitution Act 1852 (UK), 15 & 16 Vict c 72.  
10 See J L Robson (ed), New Zealand: The Development of its Laws and Constitution (2nd ed), London, Stevens & Sons, 1967, at 6-7. See also Hight and Bamford, above n 1.  
11 New Zealand Constitution Act 1852 (UK), 15 & 16 Vict c 72, ss 3, 4 and 7.  
12 New Zealand Constitution Act 1852 (UK), 15 & 16 Vict c 72, ss 7 and 13.  
13 New Zealand Constitution Act 1852 (UK), 15 & 16 Vict c 72, s 29.  
14 New Zealand Constitution Act 1852 (UK), 15 & 16 Vict c 72, s 4.  
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Jennings' test accurately depicted the questions but he presented them as establishing, in effect, alternative tests for the establishment of convention. He wrote: 34

"A single precedent with a good reason may be enough to establish the rule. A whole string of precedents without, such a reason will be of no avail, unless it is perfectly certain that the persons concerned regarded them as bound by it."

Each of Jennings' questions (b) and (c) must be answered in the affirmative to establish the existence of a convention. No convention could be asserted if the rule thought to be binding furthered no constitutional purpose, or if it frustrated rather than served constitutional ends. The minority judgments in Reference re Amendment of the Constitution of Canada rightly observed: "The essential condition for [the] recognition of a convention must be that the parties concerned regard it as binding on them [and] it must play as well a necessary constitutional role." 35 The six-member majority adopted in principle Jennings' "either/or" test, 36 but found that the putative convention satisfied each of Jennings' criteria. The issue was whether the consent of the Canadian provinces was needed before the federal authorities could request the United Kingdom Parliament to pass legislation to "partrate" the Canadian constitution. The majority held: (a) the rule requiring provincial consent was based in precedent; (b) the actors regarded themselves as bound; and (c) there was a reason for the rule found in Canada's federal-provincial compact.

Usage is the main source of convention. The longer a usage, the more likely a binding convention will crystallise. However, conventions may also be sourced in rule-constitutive precedents. A single precedent may establish a convention if the action is unequivocally acknowledged. The last occasion that a British Monarch refused the royal assent to a bill was in 1708, when Queen Anne refused to agree to a Scottish militia. A century later, refusal of the royal assent was no longer an option. In 1829 George IV opposed the removal of disabilities attaching to Roman Catholics but he assented to the bill under protest. This action established a rule-constitutive precedent that confirmed a shift in the balance of the constitution. 37 Although no one could say whether the granting of the royal assent had already hardened into a constitutional obligation, George IV's acceptance of a duty to assent conclusively established the convention.

Other conventions have been established in the same way. The last dispute over a Governor's powers was in 1892. The Governor, the Earl of Glasgow, refused to act on Premier Baldwin's advice to appoint several new Legislative Councillors. The Secretary of State for the Colonies instructed the Governor that he must accept his premier's advice in matters not touching Imperial interests. The Governor's ascension established a rule-constitutive precedent. Similarly, following the 1984 elections the Attorney-General Jim McLain advised his Prime Minister on the constitutional obligations upon an out-going Prime Minister, and this advice established a precedent for future occasions. The Cabinet Manual adopted McLain's advice as comprising the first limb of the caretaker

34 Jennings, above n 6, at 136 (emphasis added).
37 See de Smith and Baxaer, above n 5, at 40.
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...n confidence on matters of supply. "A denial of supply at any point at which a debate ranging
over the whole field of Government activity can arise, automatically raises a question of
the confidence of the House in the Government." In addition, a government may, of its
own motion, declare that a vote on an issue before the House is to be treated as a
confidence matter. A government may exercise this option as a tactic to enforce discipline
in its ranks, by placing its survival "on the line".

A distinction must be drawn between confidence votes and ordinary votes in the House.
The above situations exhaust the obligation to resign. Minority coalition governments
frequently suffer defeats when prosecuting their legislative programmes, without any
calls for resignation.

6. \textit{Caretaker government}

MMP politics create potential for periods of political uncertainty, when it may not be clear
which party or group of parties in the House has a mandate to govern. During these
periods, the government must, of necessity, remain in office and attend to the business
of government. The Governor-General must not be left without responsible advisers.
The incumbent government is the lawful executive authority, with all the powers and
responsibilities of office. However, governments in this position must act in accordance
with the convention on caretaker government. Ministers are constrained in their actions
until the political situation is resolved.

The caretaker convention has two limbs. The first limb applies where it is clear on election
night who will form the next government. It is customary for the new ministry to be sworn
in 10-14 days following the elections. During this period, the outgoing government must
continue to discharge the responsibilities of office, subject to the caretaker convention.
The rules were clarified following the July 1984 elections, when defeated Prime Minister
Robert Muldoon refused the incoming Prime Minister's immediate advice to devalue the
New Zealand currency. Muldoon capitulated when his Attorney-General, Jim McIlroy,
publicly advised that:

(1) "[A defeated Government] will undertake no new policy initiatives and

(2) It will act on the advice of the incoming Government on any matter of such
constitutional, economic, or other significance that it cannot be delayed
until the new Government formally takes office — even if the outgoing
Government disagrees with the course of action proposed."

McIlroy's exposition of the constitutional position established a rule-constituent precedent.
The \textit{Cabinet Manual} adopted verbatim his formulation of the obligations on an out-going
Prime Minister. Situations to which those restraints apply will not usually extend beyond
(2) Admission to or expulsion from partnerships (s.36);
(3) Admission to or loss of membership of industrial, professional or trade associations, or of formal qualifications and vocational training bodies (ss 37-41);
(4) Access to places, vehicles and facilities (ss 42-43);
(5) Provision of goods and services (ss 44-52);
(6) Sale, occupation and use of land, housing and accommodation (ss 53-56); and
(7) Access to educational establishments (ss 57-60).

The Human Rights Commission Act 1977 prohibited discrimination on grounds of colour, race, sex, ethnic or national origins, marital status, and religious or ethical belief. Section 21 of the Human Rights Act 1993 re-enacted those grounds and added the following six new grounds: disability, age, political opinion, employment status, family status, and sexual orientation. Under the heading “Other forms of discrimination”, the Act also outlaws sexual harassment, racial harassment, and inciting racial disharmony. Sexual or racial harassment is unlawful if it occurs in any of the areas of activity to which the s 21 grounds relate. Inciting racial disharmony is not “context-specific” but is unlawful per se.

The legislation acquired new public law significance under the Human Rights Amendment Act 2001. For the Minister who promoted the Act, it heralded “a new era in public sector accountability.” The Act did three things: it extended the anti-discrimination apparatus to cover the public sector, it introduced a new institutional framework for promoting human rights, and it bolstered the processes for resolving discrimination disputes. The new institutional framework and dispute resolution services transformed the Human Rights Commission from a predominantly anti-discrimination body to one aimed at promoting respect for human rights. A further major change was the bringing of all government activity under the umbrella of the Human Rights Act 1993.

From its inception in 1977, the legislation had applied only in the private sector in the seven enumerated areas of activity. Section 151 had exempted the Act’s application to the public sector until 31 December 1999, pending completion of a human rights audit of government legislation, practices and policies (the project that became “Consistency 2000”). That audit encountered difficulties from perceived, widespread non-compliance with the Human Rights Act 1993 in the public sector, and the 1999 expiry date was extended until 31 December 2001. This timing coincided with the coming into force of the Human Rights Amendment Act 2001, which extended the human rights regime to the public sector. The object was to promote a cultural shift within government — to sensitize politicians and officials to human rights standards when formulating and implementing government policy. Previously, the Human Rights Act 1993 and the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 had operated along parallel lines, without intersecting.

124 (2001) 597 NZPD 13,759 per Hon Margaret Wilson (Associate Minister of Justice).
125 See para 9.3.7(1) for the problems the “Consistency 2000” audit encountered.
n's personal representative. Until 1947, the Sovereign's constitutional status and the Royal style and titles were agreed upon between the United Kingdom and New Zealand. After 1974, the Royal style and titles were agreed upon separately, and the Sovereign's personal representative.

The right of a Commonwealth government in domestic matters, including the choice of the Sovereign's personal representative.

Following the 1930 conference, New Zealand continued to recruit its Governors-General from the British aristocracy. In time, this practice was considered at variance with New Zealand's national sovereignty, which led to the appointment of the first New Zealander to the office. Aikman and Robson wrote that Lieutenant-General Lord Freyberg, Commander of the New Zealand Division during the Second World War (1939-45), was the first New Zealander to hold the office (1946-52). However, Freyberg was not a New Zealand citizen, although he was educated in New Zealand and worked in New Zealand after completing his studies, before returning to the United Kingdom.

Sir Arthur Porritt was the first New Zealand-born Governor-General. His appointment in 1967 was greeted in the address-in-reply to the Speech from the Throne as "a compliment to New Zealand and a further recognition of our rise to full nationhood". Porritt was domiciled in the United Kingdom but his tenure established a precedent for the appointment of the first resident New Zealander, Sir Denis Blundell. Blundell, a Wellington lawyer, was appointed in 1972 and he, in turn, was succeeded in 1977 by former National Prime Minister Sir Keith Holyoake. Further New Zealanders to have held the office include former High Court Judge Sir David Beattie (1980-85), former Archbishop of New Zealand Sir Paul Reeves (1985-90), former Auckland Mayor Dame Catherine Tizard (1990-96), former Court of Appeal Judge Sir Michael Hardie Boys (1996-2001), former High Court Judge Dame Silvia Cartwright (2001-2006), and former District Court Judge and Ombudsman Hon Anand Satyanand (2006-).

Dame Catherine Tizard was the first woman to hold the office, Sir Paul Reeves was the first person of Maori descent to hold the office, and Hon Anand Satyanand was the first person of Asian descent to hold the office. Satyanand was sworn in using each of New Zealand's official languages, English and te reo Maori. As appointments are governed by constitutional convention, no alteration in the law was needed to effect the change to resident New Zealand Governors-General.

19.4 Letters Patent

19.4.1 Current instruments

The Letters Patent Constituting the Office of Governor-General of New Zealand dated 28 October 1983 effected the long-awaited revision of the instruments constituting the office of Governor-General. Queen Elizabeth II issued this instrument at the Governor-General's request by Order in Council dated 26 September 1983. The 1983 Letters revoked the former instruments — the Letters Patent and Royal Instructions of 11 May 1917. The Royal Instructions are not re-issued, although some 1917 Instructions are carried over in the Letters Patent. The revised Letters Patent had two objects — to


(1968) 355 NZPD 83.

update the office and to “patriate” it. Further amendments to the Letters Patent were made in 1986 and 2006. The 1986 amendment altered the qualification for membership of the Executive Council following the enactment of the Constitution Act 1986, which allowed the interim appointment of non-members of Parliament as Executive Councillors. These changes were introduced following the fleeting post-election impasse of 1984. The 2006 amendments became operative on 22 August 2006 the day before the swearing in of Governor-General Anand Satyanand. The amending instrument had three purposes: to modernise the Governor-General’s oath, to provide for meetings of the Executive Council by teleconference or video link in situations of urgency or emergency, and to relieve the Governor-General’s of the need to obtain the Queen’s leave when travelling overseas. The 2006 instrument offered an opportunity to modernise the Letter’s Patent more generally but the opportunity passed. Much of the language in the Letters Patent is prolix and quaint, reminiscent of a former age.

19.4.2 Revision of the office

It was a matter of indifference that New Zealand waited over 60 years to effect the 1983 revision. The 1917 instruments were virtually identical to the Letters Patent and Royal Instructions of 1907, which reconstituted the office to mark dominion status from September 1907. Two changes identified New Zealand’s new status from 1907: the adoption of the title “Governor-General” (which was symbolic and had no legal significance), and the omission of instructions for the reservation of certain classes of bills for the king’s pleasure. Apart from those changes, the 1917 Letters Patent and Instructions were as befitting a Crown colony as a dominion. These instruments remained anomalous in preserving the image of Colonial Office control. The Commonwealth conventions adopted at the Imperial Conferences of 1926 and 1930 defined a relationship of equality as between the United Kingdom and the dominions. Equality of status was enshrined in the Balfour Declaration of 1926 and given legislative recognition in the


20 See paras 5.3.1-5.3.2.


22 Contrast the position in Australia, where each state has a Governor, and in Canada, where each province has a Lieutenant-Governor.
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The Royal Powers Act 1983 re-enacted the 1953 provisions and provided for a Regent to perform the royal functions of the Sovereign in right of New Zealand where United Kingdom law authorises a Regent to act on behalf of the Sovereign. The Constitution Act 1986 repealed the Royal Powers Act 1983 but carried over the provisions authorising the exercise of royal powers by the Sovereign and a Regent.38

19.6 Seal of New Zealand

It was clear that the Queen in her silver jubilee celebrations should assert her rights under New Zealand Act 1977 and proclaim it without affixing a seal — the existing ones being inappropriate in her realm of the United Kingdom.39 This further reflected New Zealand’s growing constitutional self-image. The Act elevated New Zealand’s constitutional sovereignty by authorising the establishment of a seal to be known as the Seal of New Zealand. Until then certain state instruments relating to New Zealand and its territories (Niue, Tokelau and the Cook Islands) were, in some cases, sealed with the Patriarchal Seal of New Zealand and, in other cases, with the Great Seal of the United Kingdom or one of the lesser United Kingdom seals. Under the Seal of New Zealand Act 1977 instruments issued by the Sovereign or the Governor-General on ministerial or conciliatory advice must be sealed with the one official seal — the Seal of New Zealand. The Seal of New Zealand Proclamation 1977 adopted the seal bearing the design and style set forth in the Queen’s warrant dated 29 June 1959.40 Judicial notice is to be taken of the Seal held in the custody of the Governor-General.41 The affixing of the Seal is a matter of substance rather than substance. Section 5(1) provides that no instrument shall be invalid by reason of the Seal not having been affixed, except where statute expressly requires it.

It has been queried whether the Seal of New Zealand Act 1977 imported into it a conventional rule of ministerial responsibility and participation.42 However, this would be a constitutional change by a side wind. Section 3(1) authorises use of the Seal on an instrument that is made by the Sovereign or the Governor-General “on the advice and with the consent of the Executive Council of New Zealand”. The statutory reference to ministerial or conciliatory advice is merely recognition that, by convention, the Sovereign or Governor-General acts on advice when issuing instruments to be affixed with the Seal.

39 Section 2(3) of the Seal of New Zealand Act 1977 removed the need to seal the Queen’s proclamations establishing the Seal.
40 Seal of New Zealand Proclamation 1977 (SR 1977/29). The seal contains the New Zealand Coat of Arms surrounded by the inscription “New Zealand - Elizabeth the Second - Queen”.
41 Seal of New Zealand Act 1977, s 6.
42 Seal of New Zealand Act 1977, s 4.
(unless the legislative prerogative was expressly preserved). In a settled colony, the Crown retained a narrower (constituent) legislative power for establishing the office of Governor and an Executive Council, appointing a Governor and issuing Royal Instructions, establishing courts of justice, and providing for the summoning of a legislature. New Zealand was considered, at law, to have been established by settlement rather than through voluntary cession under the Treaty of Waitangi. The Crown’s constituent legislative power may be exercised for New Zealand at New Zealand’s request. The Queen exercised this power in 1983 when she issued new Letters Patent to reconstitute the office of Governor-General. The Letters Patent of 28 October 1983 superseded the Governor-General’s former instruments, the Letters Patent and Royal Instructions of 11 May 1917. The Queen issued this instrument on request of the Governor-General in Council and it has force of law under the Crown’s legislative prerogative. The final clause states: “XIX. And We do further declare that these Our Letters Patent shall take effect as part of the law of Our Realm of New Zealand.” Clause 18 expressly preserves the Crown’s constituent power “from time to time to revoke, alter, or amend these Our Letters Patent”.

Parliament’s legislative power takes primacy over the Crown’s constituent power. Although the Letters Patent have force of law, New Zealand enactment may supplement, override, or derogate from them. The Constitution Act 1986, for example, altered the law under the Letters Patent governing eligibility for appointment to the Executive Council. Clause 8 of the Letters Patent affirmed the principle of the parliamentary ministry by restricting membership of the Executive Council to sitting members of Parliament. Section 6(1) of the Constitution Act 1986 relaxed the requirement by authorising the ministerial appointment of persons who stood at the general election held immediately preceding the appointment (whether or not at the time of the appointment they were members of Parliament). This alteration to the law necessitated a further request to Her Majesty to amend the Letters Patent. Clause 8 as amended now refers to eligibility for ministerial appointment under the Constitution Act 1986. Where Parliament confers on the Crown an identical power already delegated under the Letters Patent and does not subject it to some limitation or restriction, a court may hold that the prerogative and statutory powers coexist.

39 See *Salisbury v NJI to A G [1965] 1 QB 273 (CJ) held that the statutory power abridged the p Summary Proceedings Act 1957 and as 406-4 mercy delegated to the Governor-General b Proceedings Act 1957 and s 378 of the Crime Council delegated by implication under the Li the Crown’s power of assent to bills formed delegated by implication; but compare *Simonds v 18 of the Constitution Act 1986 (enacting Parliament formerly expressly delegated undi 40 facts’ *Baile v King’s Bench 2 St Tr 371. Parts of the ji 32, at 78-79, 93-94.
41 *Darnell’s Case (1627) 3 St Tr 1 (Case of the Five
42 R v Hampden (1637) 3 St Tr 825 (Case of Ship-